Thermal unfolding pathway for the thermostable P22 tailspike endorhamnosidase.
The conditions in which protein stability is biologically or industrially relevant frequently differ from those in which reversible denaturation is studied. The trimeric tailspike endorhamnosidase of phage P22 is a viral structural protein which exhibits high stability to heat, proteases, and detergents under a range of environmental conditions. Its intracellular folding pathway includes monomeric and trimeric folding intermediates and has been the subject of detailed genetic analysis. To understand the basis of tailspike thermostability, we have examined the kinetics of thermal and detergent unfolding. During thermal unfolding of the tailspike, a metastable unfolding intermediate accumulates which can be trapped in the cold or in the presence of SDS. This species is still trimeric, but has lost the ability to bind to virus capsids and, unlike the native trimer, is partially susceptible to protease digestion. Its N-terminal regions, containing about 110 residues, are unfolded whereas the central regions and the C-termini of the polypeptide chains are still in the folded state. Thus, the initiation step in thermal denaturation is the unfolding of the N-termini, but melting of the intermediate represents a second kinetic barrier in the denaturation process. This two-step unfolding is unusually slow at elevated temperature; for instance, in 2% SDS at 65 degrees C, the unfolding rate constant is 1.1 x 10(-3) s-1 for the transition from the native to the unfolding intermediate and 4.0 x 10(-5) s-1 for the transition from the intermediate to the unfolded chains. The sequential unfolding pathway explains the insensitivity of the apparent Tm to the presence of temperature-sensitive folding mutations [Sturtevant, J. M., Yu, M.-H., Haase-Pettingell, C., & King, J. (1989) J. Biol. Chem. 264, 10693-10698] which are located in the central region of the chain. The metastable unfolding intermediate has not been detected in the forward folding pathway occurring at lower temperatures. The early stage of the high-temperature thermal unfolding pathway is not the reverse of the late stage of the low-temperature folding pathway.